Obtain core biopsies even in the most difficult anatomical positions.

EchoTip ProCore® HD ULTRASOUND BIOPSY NEEDLE

The EchoTip ProCore allows you to obtain histological yields while decreasing your needle passes*. This 20 gauge needle with its coil spring sheath has excellent flexibility so you do not have to straighten your scope when advancing the needle through the working channel once the target lesion is identified. Overall stylet management is easier for nurses and technicians thanks to the automatically recoiling capability of the ReCoil™ Stylet. Now you can efficiently obtain core biopsies that can lead to confident diagnoses while potentially minimizing the risk of contamination.

Cook Medical—Leading the way in EUS.

*Data on file at Cook Medical.
EchoTip ProCore®
HD ULTRASOUND BIOPSY NEEDLE

Used with an ultrasound endoscope for fine needle biopsy, (FNB), of submucosal lesions, mediastinal masses, lymph nodes and intraperitoneal masses within or adjacent to the gastrointestinal tract.

Supplied sterile and is disposable - intended for single use only.

- Distinctive 20 gauge needle designed to obtain core samples in difficult anatomical locations
- The Cook-designed coiled sheath, unique to EchoTip needles, provides flexibility to facilitate difficult needle angles
- Core trap technology designed for receiving tissue into needle
- Cutting bevel for acquiring core biopsies
- ReCoil™ Stylet helps you easily gain control of the stylet, potentially minimizing the risk for contamination
- High definition dimpling pattern delivers exceptional needle visibility
- Naturally contoured handle enhances needle control and stability
- Adjustable sheath length
- 8 cm needle extension presents a large diagnostic reach

Adjustable sheath length. 5 cc and 10 cc vacuum locking syringe included.

Some products or part numbers may not be available in all markets. Contact your local Cook representative or Customer Service for details.

Order Number | Reference Part Number | Needle Gauge | Needle Extension cm | Sheath Size Fr | Dimple Pattern | Minimum Accessory Channel mm
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
G34785 | ECHO-HD-3-20-C | 20 | 0-8 | 7.95 | High Definition | 3.7
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